A Guide
To An Offshore
Recruiting Partnership
Understanding how to make an offshore
recruiting partnership work for you.
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INTRODUCTION
Whether you’re looking for your firm to gain increased
access to talent, greater speed in identifying candidates,
and/or improved efficiency, the decision to engage an
offshore recruitment provider can be an exciting one.
When the partnership is set up for success, there is
potential to realize significant profits. We understand
that making the decision to put your talent acquisition
needs in the hands of any external partner can be
intimidating, especially if it’s your first time. We’ve
created this guide to explain how to make an offshore
recruiting partnership work best for your needs, based
on our 15 years of experience doing so with our clients.
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BENEFITS OF AN OFFSHORE
RECRUITING PARTNERSHIP
Before selecting an offshore recruiting firm, it’s beneficial to review what an
offshore recruiting partnership can provide you with. Although low cost is what
attracts many to consider this option, there are many other reasons to make this
choice. If a partnership is set up for success, you’ll enjoy any number of
the following benefits.

Technology

Speed

Candidate Quality
It’s a prevalent myth that working
with an offshore recruiting team
could cause candidate quality to
suffer. Although this can sometimes
be the case, the right partner will
be able to utilize a plethora of
technology, connections, and industry
knowledge to identify and screen
for quality candidates that fit the
job requirements. An internal team
will start the search for candidates
when the job needs to be filled, but
an offshore firm is constantly on the
search to create a pool of qualified
candidates.

By capitalizing on the around-theworld and around-the-clock offerings
that an offshore partnership can
provide, you’re likely to experience
increased speed and efficiency.
Additionally, many firms recognize
that completing the search more
quickly results in greater cost savings
and have pools of vetted candidates
ready to be placed.

Scalability

Data

Cost Savings
Recruiting via any mix of recruiters,
job boards or proprietary technology
can cause costs to add up quickly.
Working with an offshore recruiting
partner, who can source more quickly
and thoroughly, can help reduce
costs.

At many offshore firms you’ll have
access to a variety of recruitment
platforms and databases that would
otherwise be very costly to use. These
tools search job sites, sort through
candidate files, allow for streamlined
communication and can often
integrate with technology you’re
already using.

When you work with an offshore
recruiting partner you’ll often get
access to the data that is gathered
throughout the recruiting process.
Depending on the partnership you
set up, the firm will provide you with
some level of reporting and insights,
which can help both you and the firm
work most effectively.

Depending on the nature of your
industry, you might experience key
hiring seasons or unpredictable
growth. An offshore firm offers the
option to scale recruitment activity
up and down to meet varying
candidate demands. By outsourcing
recruitment to an offshore firm
during an expansion or other busy
period you won’t have to expend
internal resources.
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WHAT AN OFFSHORE
PARTNERSHIP CAN’T DO

Fix a dysfunctional
internal recruiting team
with a weak strategy.

Be successful without
communication and
feedback. A partnership
works best when both
sides are actively
collaborating.

Complete impossibleto-fill positions in an
impossible-to-fill timeline.
Work to prioritize your
needs and ask what is
realistic.

Read your mind. If
something isn’t working
it’s important to bring it
up and most firms will be
open to adapting.
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HOW TO SELECT AN
OFFSHORE RECRUITING FIRM
Overview
Although getting into an offshore recruiting partnership can be extremely beneficial, it can’t always solve all
problems. If your organization is unclear about their recruitment goals or isn’t ready to put in time to set up
the partnership correctly things will be more likely to go wrong. It’s also important to note that not all offshore
recruiting firms are created equally. When picking a firm it’s crucial to identify your expectations and ask the
right questions to find a partner who fits your specific needs.

What services do you need?
Before starting your search for an offshore recruiting firm, it’s wise to think through which recruitment needs
you plan to outsource. Offshore firms vary in their offerings and specializations so understanding whether
you need holistic recruitment services or simply a piece of the recruitment process handled will help you sort
through potential partners.

FULL LIFE-CYCLE
RECRUITING

RESUME SOURCING
AND SCREENING

VMS RECRUITING

REMOTE STAFFING

How quickly do you need the firm to recruit?
Due to the around-the-clock advantage of working with an offshore recruiting firm, speed is generally a benefit
in most partnerships. However, some firms are certainly known for having a quick time-to-fill reputation if
that’s most important to you. To ensure they are not sacrificing candidate quality, it’s good to ask about their
recruiting process to understand how their efficiency is achieved.
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Do you need the firm to specialize?
Not only do offshore firms vary in their offerings, but they can also differ in their knowledge of specific
industries. Depending on the size of the firm, they may recruit across multiple sectors or they might specialize
in a few areas such as medical staffing, light industrial staffing, etc. If you’re hoping to recruit deeply in one
specific area it’s worth considering a partner with industry knowledge and connections. When reviewing
potential partnerships it’s helpful to ask questions that someone with a background in that specific industry
should know to understand their level of industry knowledge.

What kind of tools will you get access to?
Knowing access to technology, including proprietary platforms, can be a benefit of working with an offshore
recruiting firm, it’s valuable to ask which tools the firm uses. Additionally, if there are tools your organization
is using internally this is a good time to bring up options regarding integrating recruitment technology across
parties. Understanding how the recruitment data will be collected, processed, shared and stored securely can
be crucial to assessing how the partnership might flow.

What kind of support do you need?
Getting to know the team structure within the firm helps you identify what type of support you’ll have at
every step. Certain firms provide customer service specialists, while others rely on different team members to
take on those services. Asking how teams are assigned to clients and which level team members get assigned
to which projects will give you a broader view of how the firm will support your partnership.
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BEST PRACTICES FOR A
SUCCESSFUL OFFSHORE
RECRUITING PARTNERSHIP
OVERVIEW
The success of an offshore recruiting partnership
can vary greatly depending on a myriad of factors.
Once you’ve selected the firm to partner with, it’s
time to be extremely clear about expectations. By
outlining goals you have for the partnership and
checking in on those goals throughout the process,
you’ll be setting your offshore firm up for maximum
efficiency.
Most

successful

relationships—business

and

personal—come down to one basic principle:
you must have strong communication to make it
work. The same holds true for successful offshore/
onshore partnerships. Here are five best practices
learned through our 15 years of experience, all
of which touch on communication for creating a
successful offshore recruitment partnership.

BE REALISTIC
There’s a misperception across the industry that
staffing firms sign up with an offshore provider
and candidates automatically begin to appear. Be
realistic about what an offshore partner can and
cannot do. Establish a common understanding
about the type of work the offshore provider
will be delivering—sourcing, recruiting, research,
etc.—and what metrics will be used to define
success. This should be a collaborative effort
between the offshore partner (who has insight
into offshore best practices) and yourself (you
have insight into your own demands and clients).
Gaining a clear understanding of who is doing
what is the first step to a successful relationship.
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INTEGRATE THE OFFSHORE PARTNER WITH
THE ONSHORE TEAM

GAIN BUY-IN AT
THE GET-GO
Before kicking off an offshore partnership, it’s
imperative that everyone in the organization—

Offshore partnerships are a team effort between

from the receptionist to the CEO— understands

staffing firms and their providers. Always

the reasons for partnering with an offshore

remember that there are talented professionals

provider and the benefits it will bring.

on the other side of the phone, email or IM.
Those team members are just as dedicated to the
company’s goals and objectives as team members
in the U.S.—only they’re located across the

GAIN BUY-IN: TIP
Lean on your offshore partner for
help drafting emails and internal
communications that educate staff
regarding the nature and purpose of
the partnership. You may be working
with an offshore partner for the first
time, but surely this isn’t their first
time working with an onshore partner.
Leverage their experiences for greater
communication success.

globe. To fill requirements successfully, honest
communication and true team collaboration
between the onshore staff and their offshore
counterparts needs to be encouraged and
fostered.

SET A SINGLE
POINT OF CONTACT
Set a single point of contact appointing a

SET EXPECTATIONS
Make sure that everyone involved has the same
expectations for the partnership—be they hours
of operation, operating procedures or recruiting
goals. Determine standards for communicating—
set a certain time of day for updates or a scheduled
phone call to review candidates, prioritize
openings,

etc.

Frequent

meetings

between

offshore resources and your internal staff will go
a long way toward creating a collaborative team
environment.

relationship manager—someone with authority to
make decisions and get things done—streamlines
communication and ensures that the right
information is being submitted to the offshore
partner, and vice versa. That person serves as
a liaison and advocate between the offshore
partner and staffing firm management, protecting
the relationship and making sure that everyone is
working as a team.
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ABOUT US
247Hire

provides

recruitment
in

offshore

organizations

teams

for

worldwide.

staffing
From

and

offices

Chicago, Toronto, India and the Philippines, an

expert team of recruiters and developers takes pride in
bringing value to our clients that goes beyond lower
cost-per-placement.

We

enthusiastically

engage

in

solving complex talent needs, building trust and adding
to the bottom line.

CONTACT US
To speak further about what an offshore partnership can
do or how to set up a partnership with our team, feel free
to reach out!
Headquarters: 1415 West 22nd St., Tower Floor, Oak Brook, IL 60523
Telephone: +1-630-686-0100
E-mail: Sales@247Hire.com
Website: www.247Hire.com

